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Next-generation Auto Dubbing Solution



KLling is a next-generation auto dubbing solution
that enables the characters in a video 

to speak directly in the language the user wants.

KLling is a compound word 

made by putting ‘KLleon’ and ‘Linguist’ together.

KLling turns the characters in a video into linguists.
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KLling service

Here is the current situation :

Voice is different from the original actors.

Reasons to use KLling.

KLling converts videos so naturally that you won’t know if it’s dubbed.

(1st answer from America and Southeast Asia, ‘20 KOCCA – Why Korean movies/tv shows are avoided)

(88% answer from ’18 Korean movie community survey – Why people avoid dubbed foreign movies)

Awkward dubbing/subtitles.
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KLling service

How it works?

Dubbed videos play recorded voices of voice actors,

that are different from the original actors’ voices.

KLling analyzes the actors’ voices with just 30 seconds of a video,
and learns the pronunciation and intonation of different languages.

The characters in the video will then speak in the learned voice.

Can you imagine Robert Jr. speaking in Korean?

“I am Iron Man”.
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KLling service

Think of KLling as the greatest linguist in the world.

Currently, KLling supports 

Korean / English / Chinese / Japanese.

Next up, Spanish and Indonesian and all languages in the world.

KLling allows actors in video to speak in different languages.
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KLling service

KLling reenacts emotions in the voice.

It’s not enough to just sound like the actor’s voice.

A real dubbing must bring the emotions of the actors as well

because emotions all sound different.

KLling brings the emotions in the original voice, 

something that other Text-to-Speech products cannot do.

The emotions are then placed into the new sentences.

Feel the original actors’ true performance,

not the voice actors’.
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KLling service

KLling matches the lip movements to the sound.

There is one more step to a perfect dubbing.

Matching the lip movements with the dubbed sound.

KLling utilizes deep learning technology to analyze various lip movements,

and quickly produce the right lip movements for any sound.

It’s so natural you won’t even notice.
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KLling service

KLling significantly reduces the time needed for dubbing.

A 2-hour TV show takes more than 30 days for dubbing. 

– KLling can complete this in only 3 days.

No need for voice actor with a similar voice.

No need for studio.

KLling saves you 27 days and lots of money.

Dubbing
More than 30days

Using KLling
Three days

Preparation

Translate

Voice actor Recruitment

Reservation for studio 
and voice actors

Studio Recording

Video Rendering
KLling

90% Reduction in work time
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KLling service

KLling happens with 3 easy step.

Upload 
Video

Select
Language

Voice
Train/Select Convert!

No cumbersome work.
Just upload the video you want to convert, wait, and you are done.
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KLling service

Find the plan that works for you.

Human Translate

Pro

Voice-Lips Synchronize

Voice training & saving

Speaker separation 
(2 persons)

Google Translate

Basic

Voice-Lips Synchronize

Voice training & saving

Expert Translate

Enterprise

Voice-Lips Synchronize
with super resolution

Voice super-training & 
saving

Speaker separation
(more than 3 persons)

Google Translate

Free

Voice-Lips Synchronize

1 min/day

Price details are forthcoming.
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KLling service

KLling can be used on multiple platforms.

Individual creators,

MCN, OTT platforms,

Movie makers,

Education resources,

Business marketing …

Watch videos from all over the world with ease,

and reach audiences worldwide.

Together with KLling, you can overcome 

the language barriers of video contents.



contact@klleon.io
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